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This inspirational self-help book, written for all faiths and beliefs, explains how there is a more benevolent world  
that we can access and how we can achieve this.  In The Gentle Way II; Benevolent Outcomes: The Story Continues,  
Tom T. Moore continues the lessons begun in The Gentle Way, including many inspirational confirmations of benevolent 
outcomes from his readers.  Using the techniques explained in this book, you will be able to: 
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•  Have more fun and less stress in life
•  Lower the “fear factor” in everyday living
•  Connect with your guardian angel on a daily basis

•  Request assistance for the perfect job, home and mate
•  Raise your awareness and vibrational level
•  Strengthen your spiritual beliefs

These very unique and incredibly simple techniques assist you in manifesting your goals easily and effortlessly.  
The process works quickly, sometimes with immediate results—no affirmations, written intentions or changes in  
behavior are needed.  You don’t even have to believe in it for it to work!

This new book teaches you to bypass old patterns, fears and belief systems to create the life you want with more 
fun and less stress.  The wonderful part of this technique is that whatever you request always results in a “benevolent 
outcome” for everyone—a win-win every time.  Requesting benevolent outcomes also makes you much more “aware” 
and puts you on a path that seems to raise your vibrational level.  You won’t believe how simple it is or how fast it 
works until you try it.  

About the Author:
Tom T. Moore has been president and 
CEO of his own international motion 
picture and TV program distribution 
for over twenty years.  During this 
time, he has co-executive-produced 
several movies and TV shows and has 
traveled extensively as part of his business duties.  Mr. 
Moore graduated with a BA in Business Administration 
from Texas Christian University and served in the U.S. 
Army as a first lieutenant.  He is a native of Dallas, Texas, 
and is married with two children.  He has been request-
ing benevolent outcomes for thirteen years and has a 
keen knowledge of how they can be used both in busi-
ness affairs and in one’s personal life, resulting in a more 
gentle, less stressful life—The Gentle Way!

• Safe Travel
• Home Repair
• Securing a Job

• Health and Wellness
• Debt Forgiveness
• Pets and Animals

• Work Relationships
• Personal Relationships
• Personal Fun Time

• Holidays and Vacations
• Games of Chance
• And Much More

TOPICS INCLUDE


